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When Stored at 50°F.
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Chilling Results
Research on the effects of using cold wa
ter on plants during mid-winter reported
by Michigan Florists disclosed that cold
water significantly reduces the green
house temperature and partially or com
pletely closed the stomates of roses and
mums. Height and weight of the plants
were also reduced. The report concludes
that there is a definite relationship be
tween soil temperature, plant growth and
flowering. Coldsoils reduce water uptake
and soil temperatures vary markedly dur
ing the winter months when irrigation
water can be cold.

The effect of cold water on 15-cm. pot
mums was equally significant. Water just
a few degrees above freezing produced
plants with stems 10 cm. shorter than
those that received 18°C. water; heights
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increased as water temperature in
creased.

The speed of returning to better growing
temperature after cold water irrigation
was also noted during these tests. 15°C
soil temperature dropped below 7°C.
when near freezing temperature water
was used and it took more than 6 hours

for the soil to warm up, not reaching
above 15°C. in that time. Thus, soils wa
tered continuously with cold water might
rarely get to the desirable 18°C. ranges
when mid-winter weather was dull. 8°C.
water dropped the soil temperature only
to 10°C. and the bounce-back took about
3 to 4 hours.

Reprinted from Michigan Florists report
in the Canadian Florist.
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CUTTING GREENHOUSE
ENERGY USE

One of the advantages of greenhouses is
that they are 10 to 20 times more produc
tive than field production.

However, heavy dependence on fossil
fuels makes energy conservation a vital
part of the greenhouse industry, accord
ing to Ted Short, associate professor of
agriculture engineering, and William
Bauerle, associate professor of horticul
ture, both at the Ohio Agricultural Re
search and Development Center
(OARDC), Wooster, Ohio.

The center directs much of its effort into

finding ways to cut energy consumption
in existing glasshouses and understand
ing the effects of energy conservation on
the greenhouse environment.

Short and Bauerle say that eliminating air
infiltration is a major factor for all green
house modifications. A wood frame

greenhouse at OARDC was sealed with
silicone sealant to reduce the amount of
air coming in through cracks.

Researchers found that during above
freezing weather, energy savings were 20
to 24 percent, but they were only 9 to 11
percent in subfreezing weather. No signi
ficant difference in light transmission and
humidity occurred after the sealing, but
because water could not flow out between

the laps, more dripping occurred.

Short and Bauerle report that the average
annual energy savings with a double-
glazed greenhouse is 57 percent. Humid
ity is usually higher, but because the
inside roof surface is warmer than with a

single-glazed greenhouse, less condensa
tion and dripping occur.

In spite of a 20 percent reduction in light,
plants grow well because of higher
humidity and better night temperature
control, according to the researchers.

Further research findings show that
replacing glass with a double-wall acrylic
panel results in energy savings as high as
in the double-glazed greenhouse. More
over, light transmission Is almost the
same as in the original glass.

Scientists are concerned that eliminating
air infiltration may possibly cause poor
plant growth dne to carbon dioxide
depletion; thus, horticultural researchers
are aiming their efforts at understanding
the carbon dioxide response.

Pumping polystyrene pellets between
double plastic sheeting is a new techni
que developed by OARDC researchers to
reduce night heat loss. Savings are as
high as 90 percent.

Additional studies are being done on
alternate energy sources including waste
heat from power plants, solar panels and
solar ponds.


